
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of finance senior manager. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for finance senior manager

Change roles with ease and quickly get to grips with the financial and
commercial challenges of different work areas and or regions / countries
Develops practices within own specialist area that support the company’s
broader financial goals
Follows instructions and take ownership of assigned Business Continuity
responsibilities according to FSSC and team level business continuity plans
As process owner is required to maintain an effective suite of controls and
ensure that there is evidence retained to support their operation
Providing insightful commentary and explanations for post-paid revenue, by
analyzing monthly results in various systems and understanding business
initiatives at the segment, region, device and rate plan level incorporating
network usage volumes
IFRS 15 Implementation - Assist with system testing, help the team build new
KPI reporting metrics and update month end processes to account for the
new requirements
Build insightful revenue, KPI and usage volume reports that are automated
for monthly distribution
Leverage month end reported results in order to work with the business and
forecasting primes to enhance a driver based revenue planning model
Responsible for month-end close including preparation and review of
complex journal entries
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Qualifications for finance senior manager

Demonstrated ability to provide financial counsel to internal client groups,
working collaboratively to assess financial needs and strategies, while seeking
ways to improve company profitability
Actively pursues growth and developmental opportunities
A minimum of 5-8 years of experience in business analysis or reporting
analysis or financial analysis or financial modeling
Advanced MS Sales user strongly preferred
Strong proficiency with SQL Server 2012 R2, intermediate level T-SQL skills,
intermediate to advanced SSIS and Analysis Services experience
Hands on technical team leadership, proficiency in setting customer
expectations around IT dependencies or similar Product Manager, Program
Manager or Solution Manager experiences in MSIT, BG, Finance or similar
corporate IT divisions


